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ABSTRACT: Numerous interdependent and uncertain constraints affect plan execution onboard a space ship. Plans
are often invalid as they are being executed in the real world. Human work practices partly develop to deal with
these realities. However, practices are difficult to study and represent within traditional planning tools. We discuss
how modeling the work practices of the ISS Crew is used to develop a plan execution method that can deal with real
world situations onboard the ISS. Brahms—a multiagent activity-based language—is used to model situated action
and plan execution of human activities in practice.

1. Introduction
Over the last decade or so, work on planning and execution in agent-based systems has made steady
progress using formal models [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. Recently, these models have been combined in
empirical systems, in which executable agent-based systems are developed and tested [6] [7]. The
DAI community has studied how the emergence of situation-specific events that are not part of the
initial plan affects agent plan execution. [8]. It is well known that plans are often invalid at the
moment they are being executed, because when plan execution starts, or soon after, the world has
changed so much that the plan is already incongruent with reality. This has led to the development
of partial global and lazy-skeletal planners in AI [9] [10]. However, most agent-based planning
systems are limited in their ability to deal with real-world constraints on teamwork and situational
awareness, and are mostly concerned with the planning and execution of the actions of one agent.
Although in some of these systems the context of the plan being executed and the multiagent
coordination is taken into consideration, only a limited worldview is taken into account during the
execution of the plan, usually only the context and coordination relevant to the overall goal,
ignoring other activities and intentions of the agents.

In this paper we describe a planning approach that includes how plans in multiagent systems are
executed in practice in a complex, rich world. The world not only includes people and machines
that at times interact, but also places, objects and artifacts that can change the world over time
independently from the actions of the agents. Beyond that, we are interested in representing how the
“daily” activities of people that lay outside the planned actions affect the plan execution. We have
developed a multiagent modeling framework—Brahms [11] [12]—that allows implementation of
agent-based systems that execute multiagent plans, modeled after the practice of “plan execution”
by people in real-world environments. Agents developed with the Brahms language are able to more
flexibly deal with situation-specific world events that are independent from the plan. We call this
plan execution in practice.



[13] presents an agent-based model of the work practice onboard the International Space Station
(ISS). This modeling effort forms the basis for a potential tool to assist NASA planners in their
scheduling of the daily activities of the ISS crew and, in broader terms, in their planning of manned
space missions. Our research has two functions: 1) to provide an artifact (i.e. a simulation model)
that can help us study and understand the way work is done onboard the ISS; and 2) to use this
artifact in planning, as well as to provide models of the work practice onboard the ISS to robotic
assistants such as the PSA or the Robonaut [14] [15]. Thus, robotic assistants may have contextual
awareness of the activities onboard the space station, allowing them to coordinate with the crew
[16].

In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 discusses the model of the work onboard the ISS; Section 3
briefly introduces the Brahms programming language; and Section 4 discusses the use of our model
for planning purposes and the challenges that arise from this task.

2. Modeling a day in the life onboard the International Space Station
In a typical day, each ISS crewmember divides his or her time between physical exercise,
maintenance, experiments, communication with ground personnel, personal time, and bio-needs
activities (e.g., rest, eating). Some of these activities are critical for the well being of the crew.
Hence, the planned maintenance and research activities must be scheduled around them. At the
same time, several interdependent structural constraints must be met to ensure crew safety and
productivity: thermal control, power management, communication bandwidth management, and
regulation of other systems. These form a network of components that must be accurately timed and
orchestrated around crew activities and needs.

Unlike other space missions, the ISS operates on “a continuous basis, with execution planning,
logistics planning, and on-orbit operations occurring simultaneously for long periods of time” ([17],
p. 1.1-1). Planning for crew expeditions starts months or years ahead. As the expedition begins,
just-in-time artifacts are prepared (such as the Onboard Short Term Plan, or OSTP, and Form 24)
for execution on the ISS. Any unexpected event or discrepancy between the time allocated for a
planned activity and the actual time required in the face of the realities of onboard life has far-
reaching impacts on the completion and timeliness of crew activities, and therefore affects
efficiency and productivity onboard. Such discrepancies are actually frequent, as the comparison
between daily plans and actual ship logs shows. Based on our previous work, we state that in order
to develop tools to improve planning and efficiency, we need to study how crew work practices
emerge from planned activities and written procedures. Our research tries to understand how well
the planned ISS activities and their written procedures fit the reality of onboard life, and more
specifically, to determine the work practices that have evolved on the ISS since Expedition 1.

To deal with unexpected events and the realities of onboard life, we categorize activities according
to the degree to which the activity was scheduled (scheduled vs. unscheduled activities) and the
uniqueness or repeatability (day-specific vs. recurrent activities) of the activity (see Table 1). The
four activity types are represented differently in Brahms:

• Recurrent activities are represented at the group level in detailed activity plan-templates
called workframes. By observing the work practice of actual crews, using crew videos, we
abstract the practice that evolved during the mission into behavioral activity descriptions
that can either be performed by interpreting a schedule (such as physical exercise), or
reactively (such as going to the bathroom).

• Day-specific activities are represented in procedures (see section 4). Each agent has a plan-
template for executing a prescribed procedure. Changes in the world are handled through



reactive behavior and performing a just-in-time replanning activity1 in which an agent
changes the (mental) plan representation2.

Table 1- Types of activities based on regularity and scheduling.

Scheduled activity Unscheduled activity

Day-specific activity Maintenance activities (e.g., Replacement
of urine-receptacle in Toilet)

Experiments (e.g., LAB PL
Status/Monitor).

Emergencies

Job-Jar activities

Unexpected maintenance or repair activities

Recurrent activity Physical exercise.

Daily Planning Conference.

Eating (lunch, dinner, breakfast)

Going to the toilet

Sending personal email

3. The Brahms Language
Brahms is an agent-oriented language with a well-defined syntax and semantics. A Brahms model
can be used to simulate human-machine systems, for what-if experiments, for training, “user
models,” or driving intelligent assistants and robots [11] [12]. The run-time component—the
Brahms virtual machine—executes a Brahms model as part of a real time system, or as a simulation
of agent and object behaviors.

The Brahms architecture is organized around the following representational constructs:

Groups of groups containing Workframes consist of
Agents who are located and have Preconditions of beliefs that lead to

Beliefs that lead them to engage in Actions, consisting of
Activities specified by Communication Actions

Workframes Movement actions
Reasoning specified by Primitive Actions

Thoughtframes Other composite activities
Consequences of new beliefs and facts

Thoughtframes consist of
Preconditions of beliefs that lead to

Consequences of new beliefs

Physical objects are represented as entities whose states change within workframes and
thoughtframes; conceptual objects represent human conceptualizations (e.g., the idea of an
“experiment”).

Brahms is based on the theory of situated action [18] [19]. The activity framework, which describes
chronological behaviors, may be contrasted with the goal-driven framework in Soar and ACT-R,
[20] [21], which functionally abstracts behavior in terms of tasks. Brahms offers to the researcher a
tool to represent and study human behavior from the perspective of activity theory and “work
practice” [12] [22]. A traditional task analysis of work especially leaves out informal logistics, such
as how environmental conditions are physically detected (e.g., consider how conventional medical
expert systems do not model how physicians perform a patient exam). Without considering
circumstantial factors, analysts cannot accurately model how work and information actually flow,

                                                  
1 We do not suggest that astronauts perform this activity by executing a computational algorithm similar to artificial intelligence
planning systems. We rather represent the astronaut’s ability to change the order they decide to perform their activities, based on
situational awareness and context.
2 Agent plans are first constrained by the OSTP document and coordinated with Mission Control during the day.



thus they cannot adequately design software agents that help automate human tasks and coordinate
with people. For these purposes, we need a model that includes aspects of reasoning found in an
information-processing model, plus aspects of geography, agent movement, and physical changes to
the environment found in a multi-agent simulation – such as interruptions, coordination, impasses.
A model of work practice focuses on informal, circumstantial, and located behaviors by which
synchronization occurs (such that the task contributions of humans and machines flow together to
accomplish goals) and allows the researcher to capture (at least in part) the distinction in activity
theory between motives, activities, and task-specific goals [23] [22].

4. Planning, Execution and Work Practice
In our analysis of the data gathered about life onboard the ISS, we looked for patterns in crew
activities and emergence of work practices that are specific to onboard life—including of course
breakfast, lunch and dinner, personal hygiene, exercise, personal time and sleep, but also daily
conferences with the ground and ground interventions providing support. We generalized and
represented the individual astronaut’s daily behavioral patterns as learned and shared activities at
the (conceptual) group level. For example, the activity of eating breakfast onboard the ISS is
represented at the ISS Crew group-level. This way, we represent that all agents that are a member of
the ISS Crew perform this activity. The group structure also allows us to represent differences
between social, cultural and other type of communities (for example, the behavioral differences
between American and Russian crewmembers, and between male and female crewmembers.

We started by representing one particular day (May 7th, 2001), but soon found that we needed the
ability to model any day. Thus, we explored and formalized a plan execution approach that allows
the crew agents to perform any daily schedule, while at the same time allowing them to react to
situational changes during the execution according to their work practice.

4.1 Daily Schedules
To make our model reusable and applicable to any typical day and scenario on the ISS, we represent
daily schedules and procedures as objects that agents can access (i.e., read), have beliefs about,
manipulate, and act upon. Daily plans are represented as Form-243 objects. Figure 1 shows a part of
the morning activities on Form-24 for May 7th, 2001, including the replacement of the urine-
receptacle in the toilet starting at 9:50am. Table 2 shows the Brahms source code of the
ReplacementUrineReceptable activity, representing what is on Form-24 for May 7th, 2001 for that
activity. The Form-24 object is a one-to-one representation of what is on the form, representing the
actual information received by the astronauts. The form specifies each activity in sequence, with the
time and who is to perform the activity.

In the model, the schedule is a document object, which the JSC planner officer agent uploads to the
station computers. The crew agents access this document object through their laptops. By reading
the information in the document (i.e., performing a communicate activity) every crew agent receives
the information about the schedule in the form of individual beliefs about the activities of the day.

                                                  
3 Form 24 is a Russian form that was created for daily crew schedules onboard MIR. The Russians still use this form onboard the ISS. The Americans
have a more elaborate electronic version of the schedule, called the OSTP.



Figure 1. Form 24 for May 7th, 2001

Table 2. Brahms source code of the ReplacementUrineReceptable activity
(compare to Figure 1)

Object Form_24_for_May_7_2001_Expedition_2 instance of DailySchedule {
    initial_beliefs:
      […]

(ReplacementUrineReceptable.hour_start = 9);
(ReplacementUrineReceptable.minute_start = 50);
(ReplacementUrineReceptable.hour_end = 10);
(ReplacementUrineReceptable.minute_end = 20);
(ReplacementUrineReceptable.duration = 1800);    // in seconds
(ReplacementUrineReceptable by_whom YuriUsachev);
(ReplacementUrineReceptable.Cmd_next_activity = ECLSSMaintenance);

      […]

4.2 Procedures
Every scheduled daily activity has procedures for performing it. We represent the procedures as
objects in Brahms. Figure 2 shows the crew’s procedure for replacing the urinal collection tank;
Table 3 shows the Brahms representation. In the model, agents access the procedure objects when
needed and read the procedures by performing a communication activity, in which the procedure
data are transferred as beliefs to the agent.

Figure 2. Expedition 2 Procedure for urine collection tank replacement



Table 3. Brahms representation of urine collection procedure (compare to Figure 3)
object UrineCollectionTankReplacementProcedure instanceof Procedure {
    initial_beliefs:

(current.main_activity = ReplaceUrinalReceptacle);
(current.main_activity_type = composite_act);
(current has_sub_activity PrepareTools);
(current has_sub_activity UnstowEmptyContainer);
(current has_sub_activity CapOnUsedUrineContainer);

      […]
(ReplaceUrinalReceptacle first_sub_activity PrepareTools);
(PrepareTools.type_act = primitive_act);
(PrepareTools object_needed Screwdriver1);
(PrepareTools object_needed 10mmAllenWrench);
(PrepareTools object_needed 14mmWrench);
(PrepareTools.where_performed = ToiletArea);
(PrepareTools next_sub_activity UnstowEmptyContainer);

    […]
} // UrineCollectionTankReplacementProcedure

We have not yet found a complete generic representation for all written procedures as Brahms
objects, because the ISS procedures are not written using one standard format. JSC is currently
trying to standardize procedures using an XML data definition description (DTD). The modeling
effort will of course be simplified if this standardization succeeds.

We represent procedures in Brahms as follows: Each procedure object specifies the main activity
(e.g., current.main_activity = ReplaceUrinalReceptacle in Table 3), thus correlating the procedure
to an activity on the Form-24 object. Using this relation, the crew agent knows which procedure to
execute for a given activity on the schedule. Next, the procedure object represents the type of
activity. A composite activity ((current.main_activity_type = composite_act)) means that this
procedure is decomposed into sub-activities that are further described in the procedure object. A
composite sub-activity again has an associated procedure object. In contrast, a primitive activity
(e.g., the sub-activity PrepareTools in Table 3) is described inside the procedure object.

A primitive activity in a procedure has standard attributes: what resources are needed to perform the
activity (Screwdriver1, 10mmAllenWrench, 14mmWrench), in what location the agent has to be to
start executing the procedure (ToiletArea), and what the next sub-activity of the procedure is, after
the current activity is finished (UnstowEmptyContainer).

Using the sub-activity descriptions in the procedure object, a crew agent can execute the scheduled
activity on the Form-24. How the agents do this is explained in the next section.

4.3 Plan Execution
Plan execution in the model is generalized using an activity plan template (see Figure 3). The
template represents when and how to execute an OSTP activity from the daily schedule. When the
(current) agent knows (i.e., has a belief that matches a condition of the template) what OSTP
activity he is supposed to do at that moment, and he knows what procedure describes how to
perform the activity, then the agent concludes that he is doing the activity and immediately starts to
execute the generic doOSTPActivity activity.

Figure 3 shows the template represented as a Brahms workframe in the ISSCrew group. Every ISS
crewmember agent is a member of the ISSCrew group and thus inherits this workframe. To
understand how this workframe is applied, the reader must be familiar with how Brahms’ belief-
driven engine operates. The engine schedules an agent’s current workframe to be executed based on
an efficient Reasoning State Network (RSN) of workframes, preconditions and activities. At any



moment during execution, an agent has only one current workframe being executed, and a list of
unavailable, available, interrupted, and impassed workframes. The engine schedules the current
workframe at every engine clock-tick from the highest priority activities in the set of current,
available, and interrupted workframes [12, chapter 4].

Figure 3. ISS Crew Agent Activity Plan Template

When an agent executes the doOSTPActity, the agent executes a composite activity. Figure 4
represents the composite activity doOSTPActity4. The model states that when an agent knows what
scheduled OSTP activity to perform, the agent first needs to retrieve the procedure, and read it to
determine how to execute the OSTP activity, using the wf_retrieveProcedure plan template. After
the agent has done this, the agent executes every procedure step, using the
wf_executeProcedureActivity plan template, based on the description of the sub-activities on the
procedure object (e.g. Figure 2). To decide what next activity in the procedure to execute, the agent
uses a set of production rules (e.g., thoughtframe tf_decideNextSubActivity). These thoughtframes
are executed when the end-condition for the current procedure activity is met.

Figure 4. doOSTPActivity activity

                                                  
4 The hierarchy of active activities is handled through a variation of the subsumption mechanism, allowing agents to be in multiple
subsumed activities at the same time [24]. Thus workframes and thoughtrames on conceptually higher levels may change the agent’s
behavior. In particular, the activity of an agent interpreting a procedure should be contrasted with procedure invocation in a computer
program.



4.4 Integrating Work Practice with Planning
A question arises from the above representation: How adequately does Brahms model work practice
if it is naturally improvised and involves learning? If the question is taken to mean “can human
activities be predicted in detail”, the answer is no. Brahms models represent patterns, norms of
behavior; Brahms agents do not mimic human flexibility in detail. It is not possible using this
framework to represent the multitude of factors that affect human behavior, even in a relatively
controlled environment such as the ISS or a manned space mission. The model describes situated
behaviors (referring to time, location, detected/perceptual properties of objects, group beliefs, and
communications), but cannot replicate the flexibility of human behavior in all its complexity, which
involves breaking patterns, and thus establishing new practices. In addition, because Brahms does
not model human reasoning and learning, the simulation depends heavily on initial conditions such
as the models attributed to the agents about procedures and—what we have observed to be—their
work practice. In the absence of ground intervention, the simulated agents would not be able to find
new solutions to unexpected problems. Fortunately, this is not an important problem in modeling
the ISS because the practice is to seek detailed advice from the ground. For a Mars surface
simulation, where time delay prevents such conversations, we would have a greater need to model
how agents learn from available resources. Nevertheless, the model can capture routine adaptations.
The analysis of the data and the comparison between planned activities and daily logs highlight
frequent, and up to a point, regular discrepancies between the plan and the practice (cf. Table 4).
The discrepancies we refer to are not only those caused by imprecise timing of new activities, or
triggered by unforeseeable error and mismatches with systems or procedures.5 Rather, as Table 4
shows, we also consider more substantial discrepancies involving a deliberate (though possibly not
planned-in-advance) behavior of the crew.

A traditional planning approach typically does not take into consideration some of the items
highlighted in Table 4 or the concatenated circumstantial effects caused by the highlighted
discrepancies. In contrast to typical planning approaches, by virtue of representing behaviors and
not just abstracted tasks, the Brahms simulation is capable of showing how the practice of onboard
activities often diverges, both in timing and execution, from the originally scheduled activities and
procedures. Distances and movements, noises, tools location, work practice, and so forth are
considered. Hence, delays caused by crew movement constraints, the search for tools and other
items, and the inability to share resources or access to electronic procedures can be discovered from
the simulation. For example, we model that the work practice of the astronauts is to move from one
module to the other to communicate face-to-face, rather than using the internal audio system.

Table 4- Discrepancies between plan and practice6

Cause of Discrepancy Example

Plan Practice

Procedures not easily accessible
or not clear

During emergency, refer to
procedure

During emergency, rely on training and memory

Noise level on internal audio
system

Use internal audio system to
communicate between
modules

Move from module to module to communicate with crew
members

Personal preferences Do medical tests as scheduled Do medical test in the morning
Shared resources not always
available

Upload on laptop computer
medical/physical data after
experiment/exercise

Upload data rarely

                                                  
5 In this regard, Expedition 2 reported a substantial improvement with respect to Expedition 1 in the accuracy of the predicted
duration of scheduled activities and in the feasibility of the planned daily workload.
6 Sources: ISS Ship logs; Expedition 2 debriefs; interviews with ISS training specialists.



Personal habits Read procedure Read electronic procedure (from laptop), or read printed
procedure

Inventory system not always
reliable

Use tools indicated in
procedure

Tools must be found and time can be lost in this operation

Inventory system not always
reliable

Use bar-code reader for
inventory

Rarely use bar-code reader

• From a modeling perspective, the primary challenge we have addressed is how to represent
the schedule and the practice of following a schedule. Work practice might diverge from a
procedure in several ways:

• Work practices specific to certain procedures might emerge. That is, the crew has learned
how to perform the work, and what they do is not documented (yet) in the procedure. By
observations of videos, debriefs, and interviews, we can note that certain activities are
regularly executed in a particular way, possibly not the exact way described in the
procedure.

• Other events not described in the procedures might occur: interruptions, delays (such as the
time spent looking for tools), and so on. These events could be defined as work practice not
specific to any particular activity (e.g., a preferred location that a crew member uses for
storing the tools needed for a task).

• Errors and failures might arise. These might have well-define statistical properties that we
can observe from data and insert in the model.

• In addition to this, we are currently working on the meta-level of “just-in-time replanning
activity”, where the simulated agent, noting that a certain activity scheduled for a certain
time and length is taking more (or less) than the time allocated for it, has to decide in real
time the next step in his execution plan, which might include contacting mission controllers
for advice.

To summarize, work practice can be represented on top of the procedures in one of the ways
described in Table 6. To offer a hypothetical example, while the Urinal Container Replacement
procedure might imply that a certain step is always followed by another step, the agent/astronauts
might have a work practice (represented as a thoughtframe in Table 5) that overrides the existing
beliefs (for example, about which tools are needed) that the agent received from reading or
memorizing the procedure.

Table 5. Thoughtframe representing learning that deviates from the procedure
thoughtframe tf_ WorkPracticeReplaceUrinalReceptacle {
    when(knownval(current.doing = ReplaceUrinalReceptacle))
    do {

conclude((PrepareTools object_needed 14mmWrench is false), fc:0);
conclude((PrepareTools object_needed 12mmWrench is true), fc:0);

    }
}



Table 6 Approach to Planning Work Practice
1. Gather information about procedures, work practices, and statistics on failures/errors/delays
2. Represent procedures in Brahms
3. Insert procedures in Brahms model, and let agents/astronauts read them
4. Model agents’ execution of procedures.

Deviations will occur:
a. Procedure specific deviations (e.g., work practice specific to a certain activity) – override procedure?
b. General crew work practice (e.g., work practice that emerge independently from a specific activity: leaving or

looking for tools in a certain location, interacting with crew members passing by, etc.) – mix with  procedure?
c. Independent events (human errors, machine failures for which we have statistics – see 1) – mix with

procedure and requires replanning?
d. Just in time replanning

5. Execute several runs of model, examine results, find regularities and determine sensitivity
6. On the base of 1,2, and 5, make library of “abstract” procedures and library of “actual” statistical procedures, to be used

by planners in coordination with Brahms.

In short, while formally modeling work practice might sound like a contradiction in terms, the
combination of data-based work practice study and an agent-based simulation approach can provide
a powerful tool to incorporate some useful aspects of the daily life of the crew onboard a space
station.

5. Conclusions

On the basis of our ongoing modeling effort of the ISS crew work practice, we have discussed the
use of a Brahms model for planning and scheduling. The Brahms model of a day in the life of the
ISS crew is not hard-coded, in the sense that the model does not represent a single specific day.
Instead, we can simulate any typical day by providing a different daily plan as input to the model.
The combination of a work practice based analysis of the crew activities, and an agent-based
approach to their representation offers powerful instruments, both for studying, and then
influencing, human activities in manned space missions. Consequentially, our ongoing efforts to
model emergency scenarios might be useful to predict ISS crew behaviors and their outcomes. In
our continued research we are also exploring the use of the ISS model as part of an environment for
teamwork between ISS crews and onboard software assistants and robotic systems, and as a short
term planning and scheduling tool for mission planners.
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